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Abstract
Derandomization techniques are used to show that at least one of the following holds regarding
the size of the counting complexity class SPP:
1. p(SPP) = 0.
2. PH ⊆ SPP.
In other words, SPP is small by being a negligible subset of exponential time or large by contain-
ing the entire polynomial-time hierarchy. This addresses an open problem about the complexity
of the graph isomorphism problem: it is not weakly complete for exponential time unless PH is
contained in SPP. It is also shown that the polynomial-time hierarchy is contained in SPPNP if
NP does not have p-measure 0.
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1. Introduction
Resource-bounded measure [20] provides a notion of relative size for complexity
classes. The p-measure of a complexity class C is denoted by p(C). Since p(P)= 0
and p(EXP) =0, it is interesting to investigate the p-measure of classes between P and
EXP. The p-measure of a class cannot be determined without obtaining a separation
from P or from EXP, so this is di@cult to achieve for most classes. Instead, the
largeness assertion p(C) =0 is often investigated for its consequences. If p(C) =0,
then C is intuitively a large subclass of exponential time, but it is not immediately
clear what this means in terms of C’s relationship to other complexity classes.
1 This research was done while the author was visiting N.V. Vinodchandran at the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln.
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Because of advances in derandomization, the p-measure of the probabilistic com-
plexity classes ZPP, RP, and BPP is very well understood. Impagliazzo and Wigder-
son’s derandomization of BPP under the assumption BPP =EXP [15] was used by
van Melkebeek [35] to show that BPP has p-measure 0 unless it is equal to EXP.
A corollary in [35] implies that this statement also holds with BPP replaced by ZPP.
Impagliazzo and Moser [13] have recently shown that the same holds for RP.
Theorem 1.1 (Impagliazzo and Moser [13], van Melkebeek [35]). For each C∈{ZPP;
RP;BPP}; p(C) =0 implies C=EXP.
In other words, if one of these probabilistic classes does not have p-measure 0, then
it contains all of exponential time and is large.
A similar phenomenon also occurs for the counting complexity classes PP and ⊕P.
Toda [32] proved that PH⊆BP · ⊕P, that is, ⊕P is hard for the polynomial-time
hierarchy under randomized reductions. Subsequently, Toda and Ogiwara [33] showed
that PH⊆BP ·PP. Arvind and KKobler [4] extended the results of Nisan and Wigderson
[30], Allender and Strauss [1], and Lutz [21] to show that p(C) =0 implies C=
BP ·C for any class C⊆EXP that is closed under join and polynomial-time truth table
reductions. Combining these results yields an analogue of Theorem 1.1 for ⊕P and PP.
Theorem 1.2 (Arvind and KKobler [4]). For each C∈{⊕P;PP}; p(C) =0 implies
PH⊆C.
Therefore, if one of these counting classes does not have p-measure 0, it contains
the polynomial-time hierarchy and is large in a traditional complexity theoretic sense.
The class SPP, introduced by Fenner et al. [8], is the smallest reasonable counting
complexity class. In particular, it is low for all “gap-deNnable” classes, including PP
and ⊕P. It is not known if PH⊆BP ·SPP. In fact, Toda and Ogiwara [33] conjectured
that this is not the case. Nevertheless, we show that Theorem 1.2 also holds for SPP.
To prove this we extend via relativization the results of Klivans and van Melkebeek
[19] that involve a conditional derandomization of the Valiant–Vazirani theorem [34].
Theorem 1.3. p(SPP) =0 implies PH⊆SPP.
Arvind and Kurur [5] recently showed that SPP contains the graph isomorphism
problem. Using this, Theorem 1.3 yields a su@cient condition for a conjecture of Lutz
and Mayordomo [25] to hold. If the polynomial-time hierarchy is not contained in SPP,
then the graph isomorphism problem is not weakly complete for exponential time.
The hypothesis on the p-measure of SPP in Theorem 1.3 has not been previously
investigated. The “NP is not small” hypothesis, p(NP) =0, has been extensively inves-
tigated and shown to have many plausible consequences [1,2,4,6,7,12,13,16,21,23,24,
26–28,31,38]. The techniques for proving Theorem 1.3 also yield that PH⊆SPPNP if
p(NP) =0. It is therefore likely that SPP algorithms, despite their restrictive nature,
are powerful enough to solve the entire polynomial-time hierarchy when given access
to an NP oracle.
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2. Preliminaries
We now deNne the counting complexity classes used in this paper. Let A be an
oracle.
1. The class #PA consists of all functions f : {0; 1}∗ → N for which there is a non-
deterministic polynomial-time oracle machine M such that for all x∈{0; 1}∗; f(x)
is the number of accepting paths of MA on input x.
2. The class GapPA consists of all functions f : {0; 1}∗→Z that are of the form f=
g− h for some g; h∈ #PA.
3. The class SPPA consists all languages whose characteristic function is a GapPA
function.
As is usual, when A= ∅, we omit it from the notation.
We will use the following basic properties of SPP:
Theorem 2.1 (Fenner et al. [8]). SPP is low for all gap-de6nable counting classes. In
particular, SPPSPP =SPP and SPP is closed under 6pT-reductions.
We will use relativized versions of the satisNability problem as complete languages
for the polynomial-time hierarchy [9,11]. Let A be an oracle. An A-relativized 3CNF
formula is a CNF formula where each clause is of the form
xi1 ∨ xi2 ∨ xi3 ∨ A(xj1 · · · xjn);
where A(xj1 · · · xjn) evaluates to true if the string xj1 · · · xjn is in A. Any of the variables
or the A(·) term may be negated. A formula is satis6able if there exists an assignment
under which it evaluates to true. We write SATA for the class of all satisNable A-
relativized propositional formulas. We deNne SAT0 = ∅ and SATk+1 =SATSATk for all
k¿0. Observe that for every k¿0;SATk ∈E.
Lemma 2.2 (Goldsmith and Joseph [11]). For all A;SATA is 6pm-complete for NPA.
In particular, SATk is 6
p
m-complete for Pk for all k¿0.
3. Circuit complexity and resource-bounded measure
We now recall the basics of resource-bounded measure. For more details, we refer
to the survey papers [3,20,22].
1. A martingale is a function d : {0; 1}∗→ [0;∞) satisfying the averaging condition
2d(w)=d(w0) + d(w1) for all w∈{0; 1}∗.
2. The success set of a martingale d is the class S∞[d] of all inNnite binary sequences
S for which the sequence of values d(S  n) is unbounded, where S  n is the length
n preNx of S.
3. A class X of inNnite binary sequences has p-measure 0, denoted by p(X )= 0, if
there is a polynomial-time computable martingale d with X ⊆ S∞[d].
In resource-bounded measure it is standard to identify a decision problem with
its inNnite binary characteristic sequence, where the strings are listed in standard
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lexicographic order. In this way, complexity classes are viewed as sets of inNnite
binary sequences.
For a Boolean function f : {0; 1}∗→{0; 1} and an oracle B, the circuit complexity
CBf(n) of f at length n relative to B is the size of the smallest B-oracle circuit that
correctly computes f on all strings of length n. The hardness HBf (n) of f at length n
relative B is the largest integer t such that for any oracle circuit D of size at most t
with n inputs,
∣
∣
∣
∣Prx[D
B(x) = f(x)]− 1
2
∣
∣
∣
∣¡
1
t
;
where x is uniformly distributed over {0; 1}n.
The following theorem was used in conjunction with the pseudorandom generators
of Nisan and Wigderson [30] to prove relationships between resource-bounded measure
and derandomization.
Theorem 3.1 (Allender and Strauss [1], Lutz [21]). For every B∈E and ¡ 13 ,
p({A|(∀f ∈ EA)HA⊕Bf (n)6 2n i:o:}) = 0:
Because of advances in hardness ampliNcation for derandomization [14,19], the full
strength of Theorem 3.1 is not needed in this paper. We will only use the following
consequence of it.
Corollary 3.2. Let C be a class of languages and assume that p(C) =0. Then for
every B∈E, there is a function f∈EC such that CBf(n)= 2(n).
Proof. Assume that C does not have p-measure 0 and let B∈E. Then for = 14 ; C is
not contained in the set that has p-measure 0 in Theorem 3.1. This means that there is
some A∈C such that some boolean function f∈EA satisNes HA⊕Bf (n)¿2(1=4)n almost
everywhere. This f certainly has the weaker property CBf(n)= 2
(n).
4. Derandomization and SPP
In this section we verify that the following relativization of Theorem 5.6 in [19]
holds.
Theorem 4.1. Let A be an oracle and let k¿1. If there is a Boolean function f∈EA
such that CSATkf (n)= 2
(n), then Pk ⊆SPPA.
Using A= ∅ in Theorem 4.1 gives a hypothesis that implies the polynomial-time
hierarchy is contained in SPP. By weakening this hypothesis to allow A∈SPP, we
obtain a necessary and su@cient condition.
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Theorem 4.2. The following are equivalent:
(1) For every k¿1, there is a Boolean function fk ∈ESPP such that CSATkfk (n)= 2(n).
(2) PH⊆SPP.
Proof. That (1) implies (2) follows immediately from Theorems 2.1 and 4.1.
Miltersen et al. [29] showed that there is a function f∈E3 =E
P
2 of maximal circuit
complexity. In particular, f satisNes Cf(n)= 2(n). Relativizing this argument shows
that for every k, there is a function in fk ∈EPk+2 ⊆EPH satisfying CSATkfk (n)= 2(n). If
(2) holds, then EPH⊆ESPP, so (1) follows.
To prove the unrelativized version of Theorem 4.1, Klivans and van Melkebeek
gave a derandomization of the Valiant–Vazirani theorem [34] under the assumption
that there is a function f∈E with CSATf (n)= 2(n). The following relativized version
of their derandomization (Theorem 5.2 in [19]) holds.
Theorem 4.3. Let A and B be any two oracles. Assume that there is a Boolean
function f∈EA such that CSATBf (n)= 2(n). Then there is a function computable in
polynomial time relative to A that maps any relativized propositional formula B
into a list of relativized propositional formulas (1)B ; : : : ; 
(k)
B (where k is polynomial
in |B|) such that the following hold:
• For all i, every satisfying assignment of (i)B also satis6es B.
• If B is satis6able, then for some i; (i)B is uniquely satis6able.
Klivans and van Melkebeek used their conditional derandomization of the Valiant–
Vazirani theorem to place NP inside SPP under the same hypothesis (Corollary 5.4 in
[19]). We obtain the following relativization.
Corollary 4.4. Let A and B be any two oracles. If there is a Boolean function f∈EA
such that CSAT
B
f (n)= 2
(n), then SATB ∈SPPA⊕B.
Proof. For each relativized formula B and i, let h(B; i) be the number of satisfying
assignments to the relativized formula (i)B from Theorem 4.3. Then the function
g(B) = 1−
k∏
i=1
(1− h(B; i))
is the characteristic function of SATB. Since h∈ #PA⊕B, we have g∈GapPA⊕B by
relativizing the closure properties of GapP [8], so SATB ∈SPPA⊕B.
A key lemma of Toda and Ogiwara [33] was also conditionally derandomized
by Klivans and van Melkebeek. We will use the following relativized extension of
Lemma 5.5 in [19].
Lemma 4.5. Let A and B be any two oracles and assume there is a Boolean func-
tion f∈EA such that CSATBf (n)= 2(n). Then GapPA⊕NP
B
is contained in GapPA⊕B. In
particular, SPPA⊕NP
B
is contained in SPPA⊕B.
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Corollary 4.6. Let A be any oracle and let k¿1. If there is a function f∈EA such
that CSATkf (n)= 2
(n), then SPPA⊕
P
k is contained in SPPA.
Proof. This follows from k applications of Lemma 4.5 since CSATkf (n)= 2
(n) implies
CSAT
SATi
f (n)= 2
(n) for all i¡k.
Theorem 4.1 now follows.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let f satisfy the hypothesis. Then CSATkf (n)=C
SATSATk−1
f (n)=
2(n), so Corollaries 4.4 and 4.6 tell us that SATk ∈SPPA⊕SATk−1 ⊆SPPA.
5. Resource-bounded measure and SPP
We can now establish that SPP is small in polynomial-time measure or is large
enough to contain the entire polynomial-time hierarchy.
Theorem 5.1. If p(SPP) =0, then PH⊆SPP.
Proof. The hypothesis together with Corollary 3.2 implies that condition (1) of
Theorem 4.2 holds.
Given the restrictive nature of the deNnition of SPP and the di@culty with which
problems have been placed in SPP [5,36,37] the consequence PH⊆SPP of Theorem 5.1
is quite striking. However, it is not clear if the hypothesis that p(SPP) =0 is reason-
able. If we assume the “NP is not small” hypothesis, then SPP algorithms with access
to an NP oracle are powerful enough to solve the entire polynomial-time hierarchy,
even if SPP has p-measure 0.
Theorem 5.2. If p(NP) =0, then PH⊆SPPNP.
Proof. This follows from Corollary 3.2 and Theorem 4.1.
Since SPP is closed under 6pT-reductions (Theorem 2.1), we know that NP⊆SPP if
and only if P2 ⊆SPP. This upward collapse is strengthened to the entire polynomial-
time hierarchy if we assume that NP does not have p-measure 0.
Corollary 5.3. Assume p(NP) =0. Then NP⊆SPP if and only if PH⊆SPP.
Proof. This is immediate from Theorems 2.1 and 5.2.
Let 6pr be a polynomial-time reducibility and let C∈{E;EXP}. A language A∈C
is weakly 6pr -complete for C if the class of all problems in C that are 6
p
r -reducible
to A does not have measure 0 in C. (For more details, see [17].) Lutz and Mayordomo
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[25] conjectured that GI, the graph isomorphism problem, is not weakly 6pm-complete
for EXP. Recently it has been shown that SPP contains GI.
Theorem 5.4 (Arvind and Kurur [5]). GI∈SPP.
Theorems 5.1 and 5.4 together yield a condition that implies the conjecture of Lutz
and Mayordomo, even for 6pT-reductions.
Corollary 5.5. If PH*SPP, then GI is not weakly 6pT-complete for E or for EXP.
Proof. By Theorem 5.1, the hypothesis implies that SPP has p-measure 0. From
Theorems 2.1 and 5.4 we know that the class of problems that are 6pT-reducible to
GI is contained in SPP, so it has p-measure 0 and therefore measure 0 in E and in
EXP.
6. Conclusion
As discussed by Fortnow [10], it is di@cult to assess the power of SPP.
Theorem 5.1 says that the class must be negligible within exponential time or larger
than the polynomial-time hierarchy. More speciNcally, at least one of the following
holds.
(1) p(SPP)=0.
(2) PH⊆SPP.
It is possible that both conditions hold; ruling this out would imply P =PP. If P=PP,
then P=PH=SPP follows from Toda’s Theorem [32] and the fact that SPP is con-
tained in PP, so both (1) and (2) hold.
The proof of Theorem 5.1 relativizes, so there is no oracle relative to which (1) and
(2) both fail. On the other hand, relative to a random oracle R, we have pR(NP
R) =0
[18] and PHR⊆SPPR [8]. Therefore (2) holds and (1) fails relative to random R. There
is also an oracle A where PA=SPPA and PHA has inNnitely many levels [10]. Relative
to A, (1) holds and (2) fails.
It would be interesting to see conditions (1) and (2) and their negations related to
other questions in complexity theory. In particular, what else follows if SPP does not
have p-measure 0?
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